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Sports like Rock-climbing 
 and Soccer influence my

physical shape and my
strategic mindset 

My family's guidance and
wisdom influence my

decisions and my morals. 

I have a sister 5 years my senior, so she has
helped me make many decisions socially and

has been very supportive and tough loving
throughout my upbringing 

My family has influenced me and
taught me throughout my life, so
many of my core principles and

virtues have come from their
guidance 

Interactions in my community have
influenced my perspective on the
motions of society and the more

subtle realities of the world 

The experiences I learn from leadership and
volunteering  expand my worldview and

help me tweak my principles 

Teachers act as mentors who
influence my character and most

importantly help put me in my
place to ground me in reality 

School progresses my
character and improves my

maturity 

I don't have a strong connection with
many of my friends so I lack meaningful
conversation and subsequent learning.

To fix this, I could be more social. 

The entertainment side of social media is the
bane of my existence and I seek to eliminate
its sway. The same goes for the rabbit hole

that is internet surfing. 

In general, technology is a very useful
tool and influences my approach to

learning topics 

Through my social interactions, I get a
better grasp of social norms, which

influence my social-emotional intelligence

My hobbies influence my mental health. 

Reading is enjoyable to me and
influences my mindfulness while also

introducing me to more abstract faucets
of human knowledge--ideas and

concepts you cannot just come across
through common experiences. 

Reading and self-learning introduce me to facts that I
cannot just stumble upon in daily life, giving me an

advantage in making future decisions; adjusting my
perspective and sometimes revising my principles 


